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Amnesty or Abolition?
Felons, illegals, and the case for
a new abolition movement

N

early 10 percent of California’s residents are prisoners, parolees, felons,1
or undocumented immigrants.2 Although differently constituted, these
groups form a caste of persons living in the Golden State for whom nei-

ther democracy nor freedom is guaranteed. Prisoners, parolees, and undocumented
immigrants cannot vote. Parolees, felons, and undocumented immigrants are variously denied access to public housing, food stamps, educational loans, and employment. Prisoners, deportees, and immigrant detainees are forcibly removed from their
families and communities, while undocumented immigrants, parolees, and persons
under warrant live with the constant fear of arrest.3
Disfranchised, denied core protections of the social welfare state, and imprisoned,
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detained, or under threat of warrant or deportation, the status of undocumented immigrants, prisoners, and ex-offenders in the United States pivots on shared exclusions from full political and social membership. This story of democracy denied and
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freedom unfound is one of clear racial significance across

of citizen alienation in our modern democracy, and chart-

the country, with Blacks and Latinos comprising an ex-

ing how our nation of immigrants came to deport so many

traordinary 60 percent of the total prison population in the

for so little, reveals a story of race and unfreedom reaching

United States. Home to a substantive slice of the nation’s

back to the era of emancipation.

undocumented and incarcerated populations, California is
a heartland of racial exclusion in the United States today.

Immigration Control

In recent years, legal scholars have detailed the increasPerhaps most Americans believe their ancestors arrived

and unsanctioned migration.4 The series of civil disabili-

legally in the United States but few today are aware that

ties that have been heaped on citizens convicted of felony

Congress left immigration almost unregulated for almost

charges since the 1970s, namely drug offenders, have gut-

a century after the Revolution. During that time, practically

ted the substance of their citizenship rights. Today, accord-

any person who reached American shores of their own voli-

ing to legal scholar Juliet Stumpf, the “status of an ex-felon

tion could enter the United States to work. Immigration

strikingly resembles that of an alien” as “criminal offend-

control began nearly 150 years ago, during the US Civil War,

ers [have been]—literally—alienated” by limitations upon

long before our current struggles at the US-Mexico border.

the right to vote, restricted employment opportunities, and

About one year into that brutal war, Northern congress-

exclusions from welfare benefits.5 The criminal justice

men learned of a devious plot by slaveowners in Louisiana.

system, in other words, has created a legal framework by

Ever more anxious about the specter of emancipation, plan-

which the rights and benefits of citizenship are stripped

tation owners had quietly begun to import Chinese contract

away from US citizens until they mirror (and, at times, dip

workers. Popularly known and derided as “coolies,” these

below) those of noncitizen immigrants within the United

workers were regarded as a racially inferior and unfree

States. As US citizens have slipped toward what Stumpf de-

political caste that, in the case of emancipation, could be

scribes as “alienation” through the criminal justice system,

used to replace black slave labor across the South. Learning

the status of immigrants in the United States has tipped

of the plan, Congress passed the Anti-Coolie Act of 1862,

toward criminalization through the implosion of crimi-

which prohibited US citizens from importing these workers

nal law and immigration law. In particular, Congress has

into the United States. Passed to prevent the reinvention of

greatly expanded the list of offenses that trigger deportation

slavery in the American South, the Anti-Coolie Act of 1862

for legal immigrants while immigration law enforcement

functioned as the nation’s “last slave-trade act and its first

has become better coordinated among federal, state, and

immigration law.”6

local officials. The result is that everyday criminal law en-

Keeping Chinese workers out of the country, Congress

forcement activities are now harnessed to identify undocu-

reasoned, would prevent the creation of a new form of

mented immigrants and enforce US immigration law. The

“unfree” labor in the United States. And yet, even as they

rise of “crimmigration” law, as legal scholars like to say, has

considered additional “protective” measures, Frederick

transformed the lives of immigrants in the United States.

Douglass, the brilliant abolitionist orator and former slave,

Minor criminal violations and everyday legal infractions,

offered a stinging critique. Douglass firmly supported un-

ranging from shoplifting to traffic violations, now routinely

restricted immigration from the world over and challenged

trigger one of the state’s most consequential sanctions—

claims that Chinese immigrants would reintroduce “the

deportation.

slave problem” to the United States.

This essay explores the historical development of the
alienation of citizen offenders and the criminalization of
immigrants in the United States; in particular, it chronicles
how immigration control and mass incarceration emerged
as the systems of social control that frame alienated citizens and criminalized immigrants as a racialized caste of
outsiders in the United States today. Pulling back the layers

Perhaps most Americans
believe their ancestors
arrived legally in the
United States.
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“It was not the Ethiopian as a man, but the Ethiopian

the black freedom struggle was directly tied to immigration

as a slave and a coveted article of merchandise, that gave

politics and Douglass recognized the critical importance of

7

us trouble,” argued Douglass. The problem of slavery, in

opposing the rise of immigration control.

other words, was not rooted in the bodies of enslaved per-

But Douglass’s abolitionist critique went unheeded.

sons but rather in the laws that organize inequitable social

Congress continued to pass legislation restricting immi-

relations and protect the marginalization of humans. This

gration into the United States. In time, the rise of a US im-

was the radical abolitionist critique that Douglass had cut

migration control regime would write a new chapter in the

during the movement, and then war, to end slavery. When

story of unfreedom. In particular, increasingly restrictive

he applied his wisdom to the congressional effort to halt

immigration legislation created the “illegal alien” as a sub-

Chinese immigration, he hinted that the quest for immi-

stantively marginalized political category in American life.
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gration control was at its core an anti-abolitionist project.
It degraded human rights, fueled forms of racial thinking, and encompassed strategies of exclusion that African
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Creation of the Illegal Alien

Americans were battling against in the years after the Civil

The creation of the illegal alien unfolded in the decades

War in their struggle to achieve full emancipation. In this,

following the Anti-Coolie Act, as Congress dramatically
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For the first time since slavery, an entire
category of people in the United States could
be imprisoned without a trial by jury.
within the United States. In a series of decisions made dur-

United States. In 1882, Congress banned Chinese workers

ing the late-nineteenth century, often referred to as the Chi-

and all “lunatics, idiots, convicts, those liable to become

nese Exclusion cases, the court established a framework for

public charges, and those suffering from contagious dis-

shaping the rights and status of unauthorized persons living

eases.” In 1885, all contract workers were prohibited from

in the United States. In Chae Chan Ping vs United States

entering the United States. In 1891, polygamists were

(1889), the Supreme Court established that immigration

added to the list of banned persons and, in 1903, anar-

control was, as a matter of foreign affairs, a realm of unme-

chists, beggars, and epileptics joined the growing list. In

diated congressional and executive authority.9 According to

1907, Congress also excluded imbeciles, feeble-minded per-

the decision, “The power of exclusion of foreigners being an

sons, unaccompanied minors, those with tuberculosis, and

incident of sovereignty belonging to the government of the

women of immoral purposes. That same year, the President

United States . . . cannot be granted away or restrained on

signed a Gentlemen’s Agreement with Japan that strictly

behalf of anyone . . . The political department of our govern-

regulated and limited Japanese immigration to the United

ment . . . is alone competent to act upon the subject.” Thus,

States. By 1924, Congress had categorically prohibited all

the US Supreme Court limited the “reach of the Constitu-

persons of Asian origin from entering and introduced a na-

tion and the scope of judicial review” over the development

tional origins system, which limited how many immigrants

of immigration law by defining it as a matter of sovereignty

could enter the United States each year; it favored Western

and thereby a zone of unmediated federal power.10

European immigrants. In effect, Congress had prohibited

In the 1893 Fong Yue Ting decision, the court held that

much of the world from legally entering the United States.

the federal government’s right to expel foreigners was

The congressional project to restrict immigration thus

“absolute” and “unqualified“; therefore, immigrants, even

took shape between the 1880s and 1920s as the United

lawful permanent residents, could be deported from the

States, from northeastern manufacturing to southwest-

country at any time for any reason. This decision also estab-

ern agribusiness, was rapidly becoming one of the world’s

lished that “deportation is not a punishment for crime” but

most robust industrial economies. Despite numerical and

rather an administrative process of returning immigrants

categorical limitations, immigrant workers still arrived by

to the place where they belonged. Defining deportation as

the hundreds of thousands. Not all were qualified to legally

“an administrative process” was highly significant because

enter the country. To evade immigration restrictions, they

much of the Bill of Rights applies only to criminal punish-

crossed the borders without inspection, used fraudulent doc-

ment. Accordingly, the court held in Fong Yue Ting, “the

uments to enter at ports of entry, overstayed visas, and vio-

provisions of the Constitution, securing the right of trial

lated conditions of legal residency.8 Immigration restrictions

by jury, and prohibiting unreasonable search and seizures,

in an era of mass global migration, in other words, trig-

and cruel and unusual punishment, have no application.”11

gered the creation of “illegal immigration” as a new realm

In these two decisions, each saturated with ideas of Chinese

of social activity. As people from other countries stepped

immigrants as “hordes of barbarians” and “alien races in-

around US immigration restrictions, they stepped into the

capable of assimilation,” the foundation for the rights and

socio-political category of the illegal alien.

status of persons coming to be known as “illegal aliens” in

As immigrants entered in violation of US immigration

the United States was established.12 For the first time since

laws, the Supreme Court faced tough new questions re-

slavery, an entire category of people in the United States

garding the status of persons not formally authorized to be

could be imprisoned without a trial by jury. Their homes
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could be searched without warrants, they could be detained

and discretions made by the US Border Patrol in the pursuit

without being arrested, and punished by Americans in ways

of immigration law enforcement.15

Americans could not be.
Over the next century, the Supreme Court would decide
immigration cases when framed as constitutional issues

The Border Patrol

regarding the rights of persons in the United States; but

Congress established the US Border Patrol in 1924 to en-

the federal project for immigration control, in general, de-

force the enormous web of immigration restrictions that

veloped with little oversight from the courts and limited ap-

had developed since the passage of the Anti-Coolie Act of

plication of the Constitution.13 Therefore, the “illegal alien”

1862. Their jurisdiction stretched along the Canadian bor-

developed as a uniquely marginal, political category of per-

der, spanned the US-Mexico border and, in time, extended to

sons in post-Civil War America.

include the Florida Gulf Coast region and various coastlines.
In addition to preventing persons from crossing into the
job included policing borderland regions to detect and arrest

For unauthorized immigrants, their distance from the

persons defined as illegal immigrants. At first, Border Patrol

Constitution and the formal power of immigration control

officers in the US-Mexico border region were confused about

are compounded by the fear of deportation, which limits

how to translate their broad mandate and jurisdiction into a

their ability to fully exercise their rights as persons and

practical course of law enforcement. Thousands of excluded

workers in the United States. In particular, as the regime

persons—Asians, unaccompanied minors, persons with

of US immigration control expanded over the course of the

trachoma—regularly violated US immigration law. Even US

twentieth century, the threat of deportation—once a fairly

citizens routinely violated immigration restrictions by refus-

remote concern—now hangs over workplace disputes,

ing to cross through official ports of entry. Working in far-

limits mobility along roadways, and shapes the most in-

flung offices in border communities, Border Patrol officers

timate family decisions about marriage, divorce, housing,

were given no guidance from national immigration officials

and child rearing. In effect, the US immigration regime

regarding how to prioritize the enforcement of US immigra-

has constructed the political category of the illegal alien as

tion restrictions. The officers, for example, could have raided

an expansive site of social inequalities that constitutes, as

brothels or policed the primary racial targets of US immigra-

historian Mae Ngai argues, a “caste unambiguously situ-

tion restrictions, namely Asians. But the early officers of the

ated outside the boundaries of formal membership and

US Border Patrol took an unexpected approach.

social legitimacy.”14

58

United States without official sanction, the Border Patrol’s

Hired from local border communities, Border Patrol offi-

No institution in US history has played a more signifi-

cers along the US-Mexico border focused almost exclusively

cant role in defining the caste of “illegal aliens” than the US

on apprehending and deporting undocumented Mexican

Border Patrol. With the mandate to detect and apprehend

workers. Ironically, Mexico’s migrant workers were not cat-

persons for unauthorized entry into the Untied States, Bor-

egorically prohibited from entering the United States, but

der Patrol officers spend their working hours literally bring-

they often evaded the administrative requirements for legal

ing bodies to the consequential but relatively broad and

entry, such as paying entrance fees and passing a literacy

abstract political category of illegal immigrant. Unauthor-

test and health exam. For the working-class white men,

ized immigration is a field of social activity constituted by

hired from local border communities, who worked as Bor-

everything from expired visas and border jumping to false

der Patrol officers during the 1920s and 1930s, directing

statements and unemployment. The Border Patrol trans-

US immigration law enforcement toward Mexican border

lates this broad field of social activity into an identifiable

crossers—the primary labor force for the region’s dominant

social reality of persons policed, apprehended, detained,

agribusiness industry—functioned as a means of wrestling

and deported for violating US immigration law. Therefore,

respect from agribusinessmen, demanding deference from

the making of the political category of the “illegal alien” an

Mexicans in general, achieving upward social mobility for

everyday reality in American life is rooted in the decisions

their families, and/or concealing racial violence within the
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framework of police work. Although they were satisfying

immigration control entered into the growing bureaucracy

more personal and local interests in immigration control,

of federal law enforcement under the US Attorney General

by targeting unsanctioned Mexican immigrants instead of

and alongside the FBI, US Marshals, and the Bureau of

the many other possible targets of immigration control,

Prisons. With new resources, tighter supervision, more per-

Border Patrol officers effectively Mexicanized the set of in-

sonnel, and improved training, these were the years when

herently and lawfully unequal social relations that emerged

the Border Patrol’s national focus turned toward policing

from the regime of US immigration control in the Mexican

unsanctioned Mexican immigration.

border region. Mexicanizing the caste of illegals remained

This turn was primarily influenced by the establish-

a regional story until concerns regarding national security

ment of the Bracero Program, a US/Mexico contract labor

during World War II forced the Border Patrol to become a

program launched in 1942. Between 1942 and 1964, over

more centrally operated institution.

four million Mexicans legally worked in the United States

During World War II, Congress transferred the Border

through the Bracero Program. Still, a large number of

Patrol’s parent agency, the Immigration and Naturalization

Mexican nationals crossed the border without sanction in

Service (INS), from the Department of Labor to the Depart-

search of work. To protect a binational program designed

ment of Justice. Located within the Department of Justice,

to import legal Mexican workers in the United States, the
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US Border Patrol adopted an aggressive campaign to work

of crime control. As early as November 1956, officers were

with Mexican authorities to deport illegal Mexican workers.

instructed that, “the word ‘wetback’ . . . should be deleted

To increase the number of deportees, Special Mexican De-

from the vocabulary of all Immigration officers” because

portation Parties were established. By 1944, this program

“today’s apprehensions consist in the main part of crim-

had significantly increased the number of Mexicans appre-

inals, often vicious in type, and of hardened and defiant

hended each year. Concurrently, the number of Mexicans as

repeaters.” To defeat the image of a poor worker crossing

a percentage of the total number of apprehensions nation-

the border without sanction, a Border Patrol supervisor in-

wide shot up to over 90 percent.

structed officers that, “whenever a criminal record exists,
we use the words, ‘criminal alien,’ and when no criminal

can Deportation Parties were apprehending hundreds of

record exists, the words, ‘deportable alien.’ I feel this change

thousands of Mexican immigrants each year. In May 1954,

will have a psychological effect on the public and courts that

the Border Patrol announced that a crisis of unsanctioned

will benefit the Service.”16 The linguistic turn toward ap-

Mexican immigration had developed along the US-Mexico

proaching migration control as a matter of crime control,

border and that it would soon launch a major campaign

supported by the emerging War on Drugs throughout the

to end that crisis. A few weeks later, in the now infamous

country, reconfigured the everyday activities of immigration

Operation Wetback campaign of 1954, Border Patrol task

law enforcement.

forces swept across the Southwest and declared to have
solved the so-called “wetback problem” by deporting over
one million Mexican nationals.

Drug Wars

After the campaign and into the mid-1960s, Border Pa-

The War on Drugs is most often associated with Ronald

trol apprehensions along the US-Mexico border dropped

Reagan and the 1980s but the 1940s and 1950s were critical

dramatically.

years in the development of the campaign.17 Between 1946

Operation Wetback is often cited today as evidence that

and 1951, the Uniform Narcotic Drug Acts created manda-

immigration law enforcement, if aggressively pursued, can

tory minimum prison sentences for drug convictions. In

successfully end unsanctioned migration. But aggressive

1951, the Boggs Act established a mandatory minimum of

enforcement is not how the Border Patrol scored its suc-

two years even for first-time offenders. The ascent of drug

cesses during the summer of 1954. The Border Patrol sig-

control legislation reached a new level with the passage of

nificantly overreported the number of persons apprehended

the Narcotics Control Act of 1956, which imposed life im-

during Operation Wetback and achieved a declining num-

prisonment and even the death penalty for certain drug of-

ber of apprehensions after the campaign by demobilizing

fenses, and made drug convictions a trigger for deportation

the task forces. Assigned to two-man horse patrols, officers

for immigrants. Here were the state’s ultimate sanctions:

simply could not apprehend the same number of persons

life in prison, death, and banishment.

as the days when they worked in deportation task forces.

The Border Patrol was deeply impacted by the rise of

Reduced immigration enforcement, rather than aggressive

drug control as a federal law-enforcement initiative. In 1955,

immigration enforcement, was how the US Border Patrol

Congress designated all Border Patrol officers as customs

achieved a declining number of apprehensions in the years

inspectors and gave the organization primary authority over

after Operation Wetback. Still, the Border Patrol’s procla-

drug interdiction between official ports of entry. In addi-

mations of triumph along the US-Mexico border opened a

tion, the Border Patrol began targeting immigrant prosti-

series of questions regarding practices and priorities of US

tutes and drug runners. The INS detention centers along

migration control in the future.

the US-Mexico border had been established to function as
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staging centers from where detainees were prepared for de-

Rise of the Criminal Alien
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portation or the more widely used form of forcible removal
known as “voluntary return.” With a new focus on arresting

In the years after Operation Wetback, Border Patrol offi-

and deporting “criminal aliens,” these centers adopted new

cials carefully reinvented immigration control as a matter

policies and procedures to handle criminals rather than mi-
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grants. In particular, the INS began strip-searching all detainees upon entrance to the immigrant detention facilities
and detained migrants for longer periods to run criminal
background checks on all deportees.
By the late 1970s, immigration control was thoroughly
enmeshed in crime control and drug interdiction in the
US-Mexico border region.18 During the 1980s, this implo-

The state prisoner
population increased
by nearly 500 percent
between 1982 and 2000.

sion of law enforcement activities was reinforced with federal legislation that intimately bound immigration law to

and Customs Enforcement. In this era of mass incarcera-

criminal law. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 established

tion, it is in jails and prisons across the United States where

a long list of retroactively applied “aggravated” felonies that

the paths of criminalized immigrants awaiting deportation

triggered deportation for immigrants, including lawful

have crossed with those of alienated citizens.

drug possession all constituted aggravated felonies subject to automatic deportation proceedings. The Anti-Drug

Mass Incarceration

Abuse Act, therefore, created new ways for immigrants to

Incarceration is an old story in the United States: jails

be marked as illegal and thereby deported.19 By the mid-

reach back to the colonial era and prisons developed dur-

1990s, nonviolent offenses including, document fraud, ve-

ing the early nineteenth century. However, mass incar-

hicle trafficking, and skipping bail were all added to the list

ceration is a relatively recent phenomenon in American

of aggravated felonies that triggered deportation. In 1996,

life.23 Whereas the country’s per-capita prison population

the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act defined

remained relatively stable between the mid-nineteenth

a single conviction of “moral turpitude” as a deportable

and mid-twentieth centuries, it began to tick up in the

offense while the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immi-

1970s before exploding during the 1980s. Today, the

grant Responsibility Act, also passed in 1996, defined any

United States holds over two million people behind bars.

conviction that carried a minimum sentence of one year

A total of seven million people—or 3.2 percent of the total

as a deportable offense. By the turn of the twenty-first cen-

adult population—are currently under some form of cor-

tury, the new legislation had substantively expanded the

rectional supervision, and an estimated 50 million people

deportability of legal immigrants while undocumented

have criminal records.24

immigrants became more likely to be arrested for minor

The growth in the prison population has demanded an

infractions via federal programs that coordinate with and

expansive set of institutions to hold, process, service, and

reimburse localities for checking the immigration status

monitor these millions of people. According to political

of persons detained on ancillary charges.

The Criminal

scientist Marie Gottschalk, if one includes prisoners, pro-

Alien Program (CAP) and Secure Communities program,

bationers, parolees and their families, employees of cor-

for example, have allowed federal authorities to iden-

rectional institutions, and residents in communities where

tify undocumented immigrants throughout the country

prisons are built, mass incarceration directly impacts the

among persons detained for misdemeanors and traffic

daily lives of tens of millions of people throughout the

violations.

country.25

20

21

Today, over 60 percent of all deportations from the

California hosted one of the most dramatic prison

United States are triggered by criminal convictions, mostly

booms in the late twentieth century. Fueled by new drug

traffic offenses, nonviolent drug crimes, and immigration-

laws and sentencing practices, the state prisoner popula-

related violations.22 After serving their criminal sentence,

tion increased by nearly 500 percent between 1982 and

most immigrants who are identified for deportation will

2000. By 1992, California boasted the largest prison sys-

spend over one month in a detention facility, most likely

tem in the Western world, with over 50 percent more pris-

a rented-out jail bed in one of several hundred jail facili-

oners than the US federal prison system and 40,000 more

ties throughout the country that contract with Immigration

than the prison systems of Great Britain and Germany
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combined.26 The state built twenty-three new prisons be-

twentieth century, in prisons and jails across the coun-

tween 1982 and 2000, compared to twelve prisons built

try, involuntary servitude flourished under the protection

between 1852 and 1964. Today, the Department of Cor-

of the Thirteenth Amendment. Incarceration, in other

rections and Rehabilitation is California’s largest state

words, functioned as a zone of exception in post- emanci-

agency, with over 54,000 employees servicing nearly

pation America.33

27

161,704 inmates and 104,872 parolees.28

In 1868, Congress ratified the Fourteenth Amendment,

Like immigration control, mass incarceration is a zone

which protected the citizenship status of freed slaves by
firmly conferring citizenship upon all persons born or
naturalized in the United States. In the decades ahead,

lation, but the rate of incarceration is significantly higher

municipalities and states would limit the substance of

for the former. As of 2005, African American men were

black citizenship with Jim Crow laws designed to margin-

incarcerated at a rate of 5,125 per 100,000 in the general

alize African Americans under the rubric of “separate but

state population, compared to 1,142 for Latinos, 770 for

equal.” State legislatures also significantly altered the rights

whites, and 474 for men of other races. By the mid-1990s,

and privileges of citizenship according to convict status.

five times as many black men in California were in prison

According to California’s 1872 Penal Code, for example,

29

Among

persons convicted for felonies and sentenced to life in state

women, African Americans were incarcerated at a rate of

prison were defined as “civilly dead,” and those convicted

346 per 100,000 in the population, compared to 80 for

and sentenced to any term less than life in state prison lost

30

all civil rights, other than those individually adjudicated or

than were enrolled in public higher education.

whites, 62 for Latinas, and 27 for women of other races.

Today, black women are among the fastest growing prison
populations.

Over the years, various rights and protections have

Scholars and activists have been detailing since the mid-

been granted to California’s inmates—by 1914, the right

1980s how mass incarceration significantly shapes the life

to receive correspondence: in the 1975 Inmate Bill of

chances of African Americans, specifically as Congress and

Rights, the right to marry, bring civil lawsuits, make

state legislatures restrict the social rights and benefits af-

wills, and create powers of attorney. Court decisions have

31

forded to citizens convicted of a felony. The right to vote,

also protected inmate access to health care and, most re-

parental rights, and access to welfare benefits, including

cently, the US Supreme Court upheld an order to pro-

public housing, food stamps, and educational loans, for

tect inmates from the “cruel and unusual punishments”

example, can be revoked for felony drug convictions. With

that accompany rampant overcrowding in the California

higher rates of incarceration, African Americans are un-

prison system. Still, the many “collateral consequences”

evenly impacted by these “collateral consequences” of im-

for felony conviction constitutes mass incarceration as a

prisonment. Yet to fully understand the meaning of mass

rights-stripping modality in the political landscape of the

incarceration at the turn of the twenty-first century, it is

state and nation.

important to, once again, return to the nineteenth-century

“Collateral consequences” is a term for the many social
and political consequences attached to felony conviction.

struggle for abolition.
In December 1865, upon Northern victory in the Civil

For example, in addition to disfranchisement for incarcer-

War, Congress ratified the Thirteenth Amendment to the

ated felons and parolees in the State of California, federal

United States Constitution, which declared that “Neither

law prohibits persons with drug convictions from being

slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment

on or near the premises of public housing and maintains

for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,

a lifetime ban on welfare benefits for persons with drug

shall exist within the United States, or any place subject

convictions. Such bans and exclusions are the material

32

64

protected.34

to their jurisdiction.” With its adoption, black emanci-

evidence that the criminal justice system operates as a

pation from Southern slavery was accomplished, but the

broad-reaching system of social stratification that holds

abolition struggle was incomplete, as convicts emerged

persons aloft from full citizenship and social belong-

as legitimate subjects of involuntary servitude. Into the

ing. Given the deeply racialized dimensions of mass
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The black presence in the California
prison system did not skyrocket until
deindustrialization and the War on Drugs
accelerated during the early 1980s.
incarceration in California and across the country, legal

hearings. Today, Latinos, principally Mexicans, make

scholar Michelle Alexander refers to mass incarceration

up the largest group of inmates in federal prison; and

as the “new Jim Crow.”

35

undocumented immigrants, alongside Black women, rep-

1920s, African Americans comprised 7 percent of the state
36

resent one of the fastest growing incarcerated populations
in California.39
In the jails and prisons of the Golden State, the crossed

and federal prison population in California. During World

paths of felons and illegals clarify the meaning of mass in-

War II, tens of thousands of African Americans migrated to

carceration and immigration control. For the Mexicanized

the West Coast to take jobs in the region’s growing indus-

caste of illegals, the arrival in US jails and prisons confirms

trial sector. Still, the black presence in the California prison

that the US immigration control system is busy not only

system did not skyrocket until deindustrialization and the

removing people from the United States but also in deliv-

37

War on Drugs accelerated during the early 1980s.

ering them to peculiar institutions where far-reaching and

As the escalation of the War on Drugs swept increas-

racialized social, political, and economic inequities are now

ing numbers of underemployed African Americans into

defined within the United States. For the African Ameri-

the California prison system, it was also increasing funds

cans who are unevenly represented among California’s con-

for immigration control in the US-Mexico borderlands.

vict population, the arrival of undocumented immigrants

During the 1970s, new investments in border enforce-

in the prison system strengthens the prison’s function as

ment for drug interdiction allowed the overall project of

a special reserve for those without full citizenship rights

immigration control to expand. By the early 1980s, the

in the United States. This tangle of alienated citizens and

Border Patrol routinely apprehended over one million

criminalized immigrants is a deeply historical construct

persons per year and, by the close of the decade, increas-

that reaches up from the unfinished abolition struggle of

ing numbers of undocumented immigrants were being

the nineteenth century and across the twentieth-century

convicted of immigration violations and drug charges

experience with race and inequity to define today’s caste of

prior to deportation. The Urban Institute reports that the

felons and illegal immigrants.

number of unauthorized immigrants sentenced in federal

In the years ahead, as we grapple with the yet unfulfilled

courts increased by 167 percent between 1991 and 1995,

promises of immigration reform and prison reform, the

compared with 13 percent for citizens. In these years, im-

success of our efforts will rest in remembering the history

migration violations and drug crimes, most occurring in

to which we respond. Since the era of emancipation, the

the Southwestern United States, constituted 85 percent of

rise of immigration control and mass incarceration has

all offenses for which undocumented immigrants were

created a racialized caste of outsiders within the United

convicted.38

States. Bigger jails with better food and improved health

The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigration Re-

care—while immediately needed—will never address the

sponsibility Act (1996) further pushed undocumented im-

larger and deeper problem of alienated citizens living in

migrants into the prison system for nonviolent crime by

states of internal exile, both within and beyond the prison

increasing penalties for unsanctioned migration and re-

walls. Similarly, amnesty and paths to citizenship—while

quiring detention of immigrants undergoing deportation

urgently needed—will never be enough. As the case of
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Today it is the criminal
justice system that
renders the substance
of citizenship, itself,
unpredictable.

by Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Most detainees
are held while disputing a deportation order or while awaiting
deportation.

African Americans makes clear, citizenship can be gained
and lost (time and again). Today it is the criminal justice
system that renders the substance of citizenship, itself,
unpredictable. In other words, a path to citizenship for
undocumented immigrants in an era of mass incarceration may not be as valuable as it seems if pursued without
a challenge to the inequities of mass incarceration; how-
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